Prison Pipeline

Lyrics by Lady Enchantress

Dear Mr. President and Leaders of this Nation,
We need for you to see that there’s a correlation
Between juvenile incarceration and the rate of youth not making it to graduation.
It’s a crazy pipeline, look at the stats and I’m sure you will find that Standardized (testing) and Privatized (jails) are all intertwined,
building prisons based on the testing of minds of our little ones.
So where’s the sense in that?
It’s a crime more money is being spent on that than preventing the results from turning into facts.
Our children are being lined up for the tracks on that rail to jail, to not prevail, to just become the ones returning just to fail,
as Zero Tolerance Policies entail making arrests for the schoolhouse jail.
Don’t need any more prisons, don’t need any more reasons, just need for you to envision alternatives to the pipeline to Prison.
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